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Perhaps the most troubling aspect of our data on police violence is that what we have is
woefully inadequate. Federal government oﬃcials from former A=orney General Eric Holder to
former FBI director James Comey each voiced public criEques of the lack of surveillance data
about violence directed at the civilian populaEon by the police. Worse, there is nothing
systemaEcally collected about violence directed at the police. Ironically and tragically, the most
reliable and ostensibly complete data of this sort have been collected by the United Kingdom’s
The Guardian and in the US, the Washington Post.
Accordingly, public health researchers examined the NaEonal Vital StaEsEcs data for
informaEon about fatal police violence and discovered that the counts [1] dramaEcally
undercounted by almost one half the actual number of such violent and encounters and [2] that
the undercount was greatest among vicEms of distorted policing, speciﬁcally Blacks and LaEnx
males. In ciEng ﬁndings from Feldman and colleagues’ study of non-violent encounters, Cooper
and Fullilove write, “Focusing on people aged 15–34, they found that between 2001 and 2014
about 683,000 adolescents and young adults came to the emergency department seeking help
for an injury inﬂicted by law enforcement, a ﬁgure several hundred Smes that for civilian deaths
caused by police violence, regardless of age.”
Those who are at the margins of the law - drug users, sex workers, transgender individuals frequently avoid the emergency room for fear that they will be turned away, treated with
hosElity, or ignored. Their experiences do not ﬁnd their way to surveillance data. Police
violence directed at these groups is oXen extreme. Cooper, for example, surveyed residents of
a community that had experienced an extreme police acEon against crack cocaine use and
discovered the 65% of those using drugs and 40% of non-users reported either experiencing
police violence or observing it being directed at others.
The authors note the sexual violence, in which police oﬃcers use the threat of arrest to obtain
“sexual favors” or engage in outright rape, is one of the more obvious manifestaEon of distorted
policing. Psychological violence, ranging from terror threats or using degrading, racist language
to communicate with individuals in their custody, is commonly reported. Exposing individuals in
custody to extreme physical discomfort serves as another example – the authors cite an
example of 15-18 people being held in a van prior to processing who were forced to befoul
themselves because bathroom breaks were deliberately denied. And ﬁnally, stop and frisk
policies and pracEces – parEcularly in New York City and BalEmore have become infamous
because of the substanEal number of persons stopped that result in extremely low rates of
citaEon or actual arrest. BalEmore in 2014 was a city of 620, 000 residents recorded 412,000
stop and frisk incidents with an arrest/citaEon rate of 1 in 27! Residents of communiEes that are
forced to endure such treatment not surprisingly overwhelmingly perceive such police acEons

as obvious manifestaEon of structural violence. Cooper notes that the psychological damage of
living in a community that is vicEmized in this fashion is extensive.
Bor and colleagues studied the mental health impacts of police violence in the states where
such violence occurred. They report, “each addiSonal police killing of an unarmed Black
American in a given state was associated with 0.14 addiSonal poor mental health days among
Black residents. Chillingly, killings of unarmed Black people was enSrely unrelated to the mental
health of White Americans living in that state.”
Not surprisingly, the impact of policing on police oﬃcers is oXen extreme. “On average, over the
course of their career, oﬃcers in ciSes will see 39 dead people, about one-third of whom
are in an advanced state of decay; respond to 10 children who are vicSms of sexual assault; see
3 of their colleagues experience signiﬁcant injury; and be personally shot at once and injured at
least once.” In one study, the life expectancy of a male police oﬃcer was 21.9 years lower than
expected, a ﬁnding that suggests that being a police oﬃcer poses a substanEal, signiﬁcant
threat to good health and wellbeing.
At this point, pa=ern or pracEce invesEgaEon conducted by the JusEce Department take on
special signiﬁcance. Using almost unlimited access to police department data that such
invesEgaEons can command, ﬁndings from these eﬀorts provide a unique glimpse into the
problemaEc of cases of disrupEve pa=erns of policing in key urban communiEes. Findings are
used in the construcEon of consent decrees whose most important objecEve is to idenEfy and
remove pracEces that are abusive and that threaten the harmony that should be the norm in
community-police relaEons.
Findings from BalEmore, MD, Ferguson, MO, Portland, OR, Cleveland, OH are reviewed. The
wealth of data that invesEgators had at their disposal and the ability to ensure that all
potenEally relevant data sources were mined add to the impact of each invesEgaEon’s ﬁndings.
What emerges, the authors note, is a set of ﬁndings that, in sum, are typiﬁed by the consent
decree conclusions presented for the City of BalEmore: “In other words, BPD’s law enforcement
pracSces at Smes exacerbate the longstanding structural inequaliSes in the City by encouraging
oﬃcers to have unnecessary, adversarial interacSons with community members that increase
exposure to the criminal jusSce system and fail to improve public safety.”
The secEon concludes with an extensive, detailed list of the abuses of power that were rouEne
exercises of the police force. The picture that emerges is ugly. Those outside of the circle of
power that the police serve are at risk for abuses of almost every variety imaginable. The
authors note that some in society are quite content with a system that keeps “the other” out of
sight and out of mind. But they cauEon, “it should be noted that the boundaries of the protected
circle are ﬂuid and can expand or contract as the state’s interests shia.” A police force beyond
the control of the people can easily become the enemy of the people. The issue with disrupEve
policing is not simply that minority groups are at risk. In such a system, no one is safe, not even

the police whose poor health is oXen mute tesEmony to the social and personal price of
disrupEve policing….
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